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Student Comments

Screencasting has previously been featured in projects
receiving the Provost’s Teaching Innovation Prize.
The innovativeness of this particular project lies in its
integration of sound research on learning outcomes from
the very outset.

“I wish every class had screencasts.”

Students from different engineering majors have
comparable academic indicators upon entering MSE 220,
a large introductory materials science and engineering
course. However, their prior exposure to the course
material varies widely. Whereas the core curricula for
aerospace and chemical engineering majors include
MSE-related topics, there is little such overlap in the
industrial and operations engineering (IOE) curriculum.

“Animations and photos really help illustrate key concepts.”

“The different forms of information made available to the
students really enhanced my ability to learn the material.”

“I don’t think I’ve ever taken a class where the instructor
does all they can to make sure the student doesn’t have
any lingering misconceptions.”
“Essentially, the screencasts mimic the interaction
that would occur if problems were discussed with [the
professor] one on one.”

Careful statistical analysis reveals that students perceive
screencasts to be helpful and tend to use them as a study
supplement. Overall, usage of screencasting in its various
forms is positively and significantly correlated with course
performance as indicated by the final grade. The most
substantial gains were made by students with the least
familiarity with course material. Specifically, IOE students
enter with the least preparation in materials science, but
they do not receive the lowest grades in the course, due
to their comparatively heavy use of the screencasts.

Screencasts “empower the diligent student to succeed.”
The screencasts innovatively present “homework
solutions, taking the student step-by-step through the
mental processes taken in arriving to the final solution.”
“I really like the recorded lectures so that I can go back
and look at lectures that were unclear.”

Screencasts thus have the potential to “level the playing
field” in courses which draw students with a wide range
of background knowledge.
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AERO		34		r=.350*				p=.042

Sponsors:
Functions fulfilled by different types of
screencasts. Students love the informality and
accessibility of basement recordings, even when
the professor’s dog is barking in the background.
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This chart shows how students use
screencasts. Data span two semesters of
usage by MSE 220 students.

ChE		45		r=.123				p=.421
IOE			60		r=.425**			p=.001
*p<0.05, **p<0.01

Screencast use and final exam performance correlate
strongly for IOE majors, whose curriculum does not expose
them to MSE content before they enter MSE 220.

